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TUT EMPOWERS YOUNG WOMEN AT

Naledi Mabotja and Priyanshi Tripathi

Ntombazana Young Women Empowerment 
Seminar held their 14th annual women’s 
conference at TUT Emalahleni campus, 

on 17 August 2019. The theme of the event was 
“Walking the talk to success.”

The Student Governance and Leadership 
Development (SGLD) Head of Department (HOD) 
Soshanguve Campus, Rebone Molefe, encouraged 
and explained to TUT women the importance of 
empowering each other as women.

“We have more women on 
all TUT campuses than 
men but when we get 

to leadership sectors that 
number does not seem to 
work. We need more women 
to go into the leadership 
sector,” said Molefe.
Within the panel of speakers, women 
were graced with the presence of Scandal 
actress, Mapaseka Koetle well-known for her 
character as Dintle and former The Queen actress, 
Michelle Mosalakae, well-known for her character 
as Kamina.

The two played a vital role at the seminar by 
motivating and encouraging women. 

Koetle shared her struggles as a young women 
who came from humble beginnings but believed in 
herself. 

She said that women should stop putting each 
other down but instead should uplift each 
other and look out for one another instead of 
discouraging those who are already down.

“While some find their passion at a young age, 

others find it when they are older but that does not 
mean they are crazy to pursue what they love at an 
older age,” Koetle emphasised.

TUT Human Resources Baccalaureus Technologiae 
alumna, Itumeleng Phiri, spoke about Directing 
Youth Energies for a great second half.

Phiri said that at the beginning of every year the 
societal standard depicts the goals we should 
energise. She asked how far one can be within the 
first 8 months of the year.

“You may be a little bit behind than others in 
achieving the goals that you have set but that does 
not mean you should quit but rather uplift yourself 
to do more,” she said.

Psychologist Tulas Jantjies was one of the 
panellists who taught women about emotional 
healing. She did an activity that made the young 
women attending the seminar to go into a place of 
peace where they could let all emotions that they 
kept in go out.

“I was raped by someone I know and I ended up 
doing martial arts because I wanted to be able to 
fight for myself. As a woman you should learn to 
be a shoulder to cry on for another woman and not 
judge them because of what they went through,” 
Jantjie said.

Mosalakae explained the pain of being judged 
because of her melanin. She encouraged the 
young women to always keep their heads help up 
high because God blesses at the right time and not 
the time you would want the blessings.

“My blessings came when I least expected it. I 
prayed but my prayers were not answered when I 
wanted them to be answered but they were rather 
answered when I needed them,” she said.   
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Somatology students pamper 
TUT queens

Mbalenhle Zuma 

In commemoration of Women’s Day, the TUT 
Somatology students treated TUT women  with free 
osteopathic, advance reflexology treatments, skin and 

body care, massage therapy and aromatherapy as a way 
of giving back to the queens of the university on the 8th of 
August 2019 at Arcadia campus.

Department of Somatology lecturer and organiser of the 
massage day, Thobile Kaye said that they came up with 
the idea of pampering women at TUT because they work 
hard and forget to take care of themselves. 

She also elaborated that they are doing this as a way to 
give back to those who work hard, from the cleaners, 
security guards, right up to management.

“August is a month to honour women and women invest 
their time, sacrifice everything to do everything for 
everybody else and seem to be the forgotten.”

Third year student, Rueben Mahlangu who would like to 
specialize mostly on manicures and pedicures, said that 
he believes that they chose to treat women because their 
career deals mostly with pampering women and helping 
them relax.

“Pampering our queens does not only mean we want them 
to look beautiful on the outside but we want them to also 
feel good inside.”

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences lecturer, 
Tsholofelo Mapeka said that she was invited to be 
pampered by the Somatology students and she felt very 
honoured to have been given the chance and opportunity.

“I am here to do a pedicure and a manicure and I feel very 
special and relaxed. It is so nice for our students to give 
back to us this way. I am very excited to see them work 
their magic on me.”

Second year Somatology student, Phumi Chauke said 
that she normally specializes in doing massages and she 
feels that women go through a lot on a daily basis so they 
deserve to be massaged to get rid of all the stress and 
tension in their bodies.

“The reason  I like giving people massages is because it 
gives me a sense of belonging and peace and it makes me 
feel so good that I am giving someone pleasure that their 
body and soul requires.”       

 ZumaMS@tut.ac.za

August is a month to honour 
 women and women invest their 
time, sacrifice everything to do 

everything for everybody else and 
seem to be the forgotten.

Thobile Kaye

 Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences lecturer Tsholofelo 
Mapeka getting a manicure by somatology students.
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Pasma commemorates the life of
Katlego Monareng 
Malema Seroba 

Pan Africanist Students Movement 
of Azania (Pasma) hosted the 
commemoration of the late Katlego 

Monareng who was shot dead by the South 
Afican Police Service last year on the 23rd of 
August. The commemoration took place on 23 
of August 2019 at TUT North Campus, New Hall.

Pasma National coordinator, Gift Mabuza said 
that 23 August 2018 mark the day one of their 
soldier Monareng passed way.

Today we are not 
crying but celebrate 

the life of a soldier who 
was shot and killed by 
police in front of us.
Mabuza said that perhaps when they talk of the 
death of Monareng, people think they saw it on 
television or social media but they witnessed it.

“We were there when Monareng was shot and 
killed, we did not see it on television and social 
media but it happened in front of us.

He added that there is no use of Campus 
Protection Service (CPS) as they failed to 
contain the issue hence they called police so 
solve campus matter.  

Katlego Mashego, a student representative 
from law department said that people should 
continue to commemorate the life of the cadre 
who lost his life during elections.

“We should continue to celebrate the life of one 

of our own, because of the spirit of hope he had 
to change his life through education.”

Secretary Youth Affairs (SYA), Thapelo Matseba 
said that it is very important to be part of the 
movement as a student.

“Years back when this university was not yet 
TUT, the management tried to destroy it 
because of the role it plays to the students’ 
academic wellbeing.”

Matseba said that most of the students who 
are in TUT are from poor backgrounds and the 
movement is meant to improve the life of poor 
students.

“Those who went to Monareng’s funeral have 
seen the conditions at his home, hence that 
is the duty of Pasma to change lives of poor 
students to better through education.” 

Sthembiso Macube said that among the things 
they demanded last year during strike was for 
institution to build Monareng’s family a house, 
Statue and justice to be served for the deceased 
student.

“So far we managed to achieve one of the 
demands we have, as the institution has agreed 
to build Monareng’s family a house and we 
believe the rest will follow.”     

  SerobaM@tut.ac.za  

 Sthembiso Macube addressing 
Pasma members.

We should continue to 
celebrate the life of one of our 

own, because of the spirit of 
hope he had to change his life 

through education.
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T UT hosts women in tech seminar
Mbalenhle Zuma 

The faculty of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) 1st 
year and foundation unit in conjunction 

with the girl’s empowerment committee, held a Women in Tech 
seminar on the 16th of August 2019 at the Soshanguve South Campus 

Gymnasium.

Senior lecturer and Assistant Dean, Dr Angieta Pretorius opened the seminar and 
welcomed the students and guests who were present at the symposium. She further on 

explained that the ICT Dream Girls Forum is there to assist female students within the ICT faculty 
by empowering them  from work, society and their studies.

“We want our ICT girls to have a bright beautiful future. Therefore we encourage that you take as much as 
you can, apply it so that you can know who you are, stand for what you believe in and understand where you 

are going in this industry as young women.”

 Final year Information Technology (multimedia) student, Nothando Ngobeni spoke to students about how she 
overcame challenges as an ICT girl student. She spoke about her first hand experiences and explained how hard it 

was adapting from high school to university at a very young age of 16 years.

“You need to take pride in yourself, strive for only the best and know who to associate yourself with because 
there are many distractions you will come across. It is then up to you how you choose to overcome them but most 
importantly,you must reflect on the goals that you have set for yourself and trust me, by doing that it will always serve 
as a motivation to overcome your challenges.”

Amazon Web Services Business Development Manager, Thandi Majola spoke about the education needed to leverage 
opportunities for women in technology. 

Majola touched on the issue of unemployment increasing in South Africa and added that students should never take 
for granted the opportunity that they currently have with TUT since they are receiving a very solid foundation, 
therefore they should make the most out of it.

“Do not wait up until you are in your third year to find work experience. Start now in your first year and 
showcase your different talents to companies. The ICT faculty is doing exceptionally well and there is proof 

of that so grab opportunities with both hands.”

Radio and Television personality, Penny Lebyane advised students on how to achieve a flexible 
and healthy work-life balance as women. She also explained how broadcasting is related to  

technology and further on explained the concept behind digital radio which is said to be 
the future.

 “The beauty of life is that it comes with opportunities as much as it comes 
with challenges, so you have to prepare yourself: know the reason 

why you are here, your purpose and never lose focus.”    

  ZumaMS@tut.ac.za
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1: Thandi Majola speaking about the 
education needed to leverage opportunities 
for women in technology at the Women in 
Tech Seminar.

2: Master of Ceremony Miss Phaphama 
Tshisikhawe at the Soshanguve South 
Campus Gymnasium.

3: Senior lecturer and Assistant Dean, Dr A 
Pretorius.

4: Penny Lebyane advising students on how 
to achieve a flexible and healthy work-life 
balance as women.

We want our 
ICT girls to have 

a bright beautiful 
future.
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THE NATIONAL 
SCIENCE WEEK
THE NATIONAL 
SCIENCE WEEK
Spheyena Mngomezulu 

TUT Department of Environmental, Water and Earth Science (DEWES), 
hosted an annual event of the National Science Week (NSW) at Arcadia 
Campus. Activities ran from 29 July 2019 to 3 August 2019, under the 

theme ‘facing the harsh realities of climate change’. The purpose of the event 
was to exhibit and communicate awareness in science.

The NSW is celebrated with a series of lectures and interactive sessions focusing 
on climate change. The event was initiated by the Department of Science and 
Technology (DST) along with the National Research Foundation (NRF) and 
South African Agency for Science and Technology Advancement (SAASTA).

The Department of Environmental, Water and Earth Science (DEWES), Dr. 
Rakhee Lakhraj- Govender said that the key factors of NSW were to introduce 
the public to the basics of climate change and to create awareness of the current 
climate state in South Africa.

“It’s important to make the public aware about the climate change in South 
Africa and in Africa as a whole. Particulary since our country has experienced the 
extreme specific weather events that include the Sandton City hailstorm and the 
multiple floods in parts of KwaZulu-Natal and was also part of my Research.”

The Rand Water Research Chair in Organic Chemistry at DEWES, Prof. Jonathan 
Okonkwo said that the NWS was to educate and give more incite about climate 
change. It gave over view on how we could reduce climate change. 

“The aim of this event was to understand how we 
can practise mitigation and adaptation strategies 
through variety of technology to help us adapt 
to the current climate change.”
The students also participated in dialogue, focusing on the theme of facing the 
harsh realities of climate change.

A National Diploma in Environmental, Water and Earth Science student, Tshepo 
Moafe said that this set as a wakeup call to 
aspiring scientists on how to reduce the 
gases that affect South Africa’s climate 
change. 

“I feel that more has to be done in terms 
of accelerating the implementation of 
some other countries to comply with the 
International obligation. It’s important that 
the whole World act as unit to fight climate 
change and global warning because at the 
end we are all affect,” he said.       

  MngomezuluSN@tut.ac.za 

STI TRAINING
 Mbalenhle Zuma

The Directorate of Health and 
Wellness (DHW), together 
with the City of Tshwane 

peer educators held a training 
session about Sexually Transmitted 
Infections (STI’s) on 18 August 
2019 at the Prestige Auditorium, 
Pretoria West campus.

Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
Programme Coordinator from DHW, 
Dr Albert Mbada welcomed the 
students and guests and explained 
the purpose of the day. He added 
that they annually do STI training 
sessions because they try by all 
means to promote health and self 
-awareness within the institution.

“Students have a tendency to sometimes destroy their bodies by the 
decisions and choices that they make because of things such as peer 
pressure and wanting to look cool at all times. That is why we always 
encourage students to attend these sessions that we offer so that 
they can know better and make the right choices in life.”

DHW’s Professional Nurse, Louisa Mthimunye, explained what STI’s 
are, how to spot the signs and symptoms, prevention, treatment 
and also the complications of STI’s. The training which she gave was 
very pleasant as she engaged well with the students and the students 
also got to ask questions and make suggestions on different ways to 
prevent STI’s.

“Students should remember that STI’s often have no symptoms and 
remember how important it is to have routine testing, I would also 
like to encourage the importance of routine testing and safer sex 
practices.”

Miss TUT 2018/2019, Noscela Mzala was also present at the training 
and she also gave her opinion on the matter at hand and what she 
learnt during the session. Mzala also suggested to students that they 
should teach their younger siblings about these things so that by the 
time they get sexually active they have all the knowledge.

“There’s a lot that I learnt today about different STI’s and how to treat 
them, the symptoms and also the complications, but we also do know 
that unprotected sex is not key. Rather abstain if you feel you do not 
want to use protection.”

Students then got a chance to give their opinions on the way people 
get STI’s. Vuyani Dlamini, a third year Sport and Exercise Technology 
student gave his perspective on why most men do not like the use of 
protection.

“As guys the reason why we do not like using protection is because we 
believe that unprotected sex is more enjoyable and using condoms 
does not give us that pleasure that we are looking for.”       

  ZumaMS@tut.ac.za

 Prof. Jonathan Okonkwo address students about 
the implementation of strategies that could help 
reduce climate change in South Africa.

Health and Wellness Health and Wellness 

 Students attending the Sexually Transmitted Infections training 
at the Prestige Auditorium in Pretoria West campus.
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Good deeds make a 
positive impact
Mbalenhle Zuma

Tshwane University of Technology(TUT) first year 
Analytical Chemistry student, Desmond Mola was 
faced with a dilemma of having secured a bursary but 

having  no place to stay earlier in the year. 

Fortunately, Wesely Komane a postgraduate Masters student 
in Chemistry came to his rescue by assisting him with a 
shelter. Both these students now currently hold bursaries 
from the Department of Water Affairs.

Having spoken to Bua, Mola described his journey as 
bittersweet.  He was very ecstatic when he received his 
acceptance letter from TUT in January this year, but the only 
problem he had was that he had no place to stay when he 
arrived in Pretoria from Limpopo.

“I came to Pretoria not knowing where I was going to find 
shelter, I resorted to sleeping in one of the TUT passages in 
Arcadia for about a week and three days.”

Mola said that there were times where his mother would call 
him and ask him to return home if things were not working 
out and he told himself that he would not go back because he 
believed it was destiny for him to be in Pretoria.

“The pain I was going through at that time made me stronger 
and I kept telling myself that God knows why I’m here and all 
of the pain and suffering would go away eventually and that 
is why I kept staying here.”

After a week and a couple of days, Mola was introduced to 
some comrades by a security guard at Arcadia campus and 
he got the opportunity to share his story with them. 

To his surprise the group of boys laughed at him because 
they thought he was joking but as soon as they saw the 
sadness on his face they realized that he was being sincere. 
That was the day he met Komane who was one of the boys 
that volunteered to take him in and gave him a place to stay.

Komane said that helping people has always been within him 
from an early age. He has always wanted to help people and 
Mola was not the first person he has helped.

The Department of Chemistry made him a tutor because 
of the love he has for helping students and he received a 
bursary through helping Desmond.

Mola and Komana said that students should not give up 
on their dreams because of obstacles. He added that life 
in general requires a lot of hard work and success does not 
come easy, they should not lose hope.       

  ZumaMS@tut.acza

Students educated on
stress release
Naledi Mabotja

Stress can be a great factor influencing university students. TUT partnered with 
Van Schaik bookstore to educate students on how to manage stress on Friday, 23 
August at TUT Prestige Hall.

Van Schaik Communication Manager, Michele Naidoo said that this event was to give 
back to the students by helping them release stress.

She said that she has realised that more than anything it is most of the time first year 
students who stress a lot when they get to university because they seem to not know 
how to deal with varsity life. 

“It may be hard to adapt to new environment and that could cause stress factors. We 
have therefore brought someone to teach you on how to work around dealing with 
stress.”

Chama Maluleke was the host of the event. He explained that he is a village boy who 
worked hard to be where he is now. He had experienced stress and learnt how to 
overcome it over time.

“I used to sell vegetables in order to take care of myself and buy the necessary stuff 
I needed to live. But more over I had to sell in order for me to be able to pay for my 
education.”

He added that there are two types of stress, good stress and bad stress. Good stress 
pushes an individual to do better and do more while bad stress does the opposite. It 
depresses an individual and has negative impact in both physical and psychological 
being.

“With bad stress you as a student can find it hard to concentrate and that somehow 
change your being while you also suffer with your academics.”

Maluleke believes that as a person it is better to know yourself more than anything 
because in that way you will be able to know when you are stressed and when you are 
just tired.

“People tend to think that they are just tired when they are actually stressed. It is 
essential to know yourself for you to get to learn the difference.”

He said that some of the solutions to limiting stress levels is to know what caused the 
stress so that you can deal with the problem head on.

“Manage your stress, get a diary and write down all that is making you feel down. That 
way you will always know how to deal with issues. It is also important to tackle one factor 
at a time and not give yourself unnecessary stress.”

Maluleke urged students to exercise while preparing for their exams or tests, to eat 
better, limit alcohol intake and spend time outdoors, amongst other things they could 
do.

“You need to take care of yourself and limit your workload. Do what you are able to 
handle and don’t worry about the things you cannot change.”      

 MabotjaN@tut.ac.za

 Chama Maluleke guiding 
students on how to 
release stress.

With bad stress 
you as a student 

can find it hard to 
concentrate and that 
somehow change your 
being while you also 
suffer with your 
academics.

Desmond Mola and Wesely Komane
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BMF student chapter unleashes the power of 
Entrepreneurship 
Malema Seroba

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT 
Pretoria Campus) Black Management 
Forum (BMF) student chapter, hosted 

business seminar on 1 August 2019 at Pretoria 
campus to empower black entrepreneurship 
under the theme “Decolonising the mind of the 
black child”.

The Motivator Mogale Molala said that he 
believes the future of this country is not in the 
hands of politicians but of the entrepreneurs.

“Politicians have been promising us empty 
promises but when an entrepreneur promises 50 
jobs, you should know that is guaranteed.”

He added that most black people face black tax 
(Provision at home), yet the rate of employment 
is about 29% but it is the duty of entrepreneurs to 
bring change. 

BMF President Andile Nomlala said that when he 
was still at university, he had 90% hope that he 
would be employed but after university the hope 
he had was reduced to 10%.

“After university that is when I have seen that 
no one will guarantee you employment but as 
an individual you should stand up and create job 
opportunities for yourself.”

Nomlala said that it is about time black people 
realize the power of entrepreneurship, because 
the government that people trust with provision 
of jobs is making things worse for them.

He added that students should start their own 
businesses so that government can provide 
backup.

“All businesses that are successful in this country, 
is because of the backup of 
the government. People 
should start their businesses 
for government to assist 
them.”  

Sanlam financial adviser 
Carol Maphike said that it 
is important for students to 

plan their finance while they are still at university.

“When you are out of university, financial crises 
become reality. It is a duty of students to plan 
their finances while they still have time, because 
the money you save will help you when you are 
applying for jobs.” 

She explained that students should take into 
consideration to register for tax, because 
employers will never tell you to do so.

You will find yourself in crises if 
you ignore tax registration now, 

because the time you enjoy your 
money you will not remember tax 
at all.
Buti Mnyakeni said that everyone says 
education is the key to success, but most people 
misinterpret the notion.

“Education is the key to success but having a 
qualification is not a success. It is a duty for 
students to use the key to unlock doors for 
themselves through businesses.”

Mnyakeni said that if there is a person who is still 
proud that he/she is employed, that person is still 
lost.

He added that most people lose jobs every 
day, hence students should start to create 
employment for themselves in order to survive in 
the corporate world.     

  SerobaM@tut.ac.za

Themba Mabasa

The race for the crown has actually 
helped many women find their 
confidence, paid for varsity tuition in 
some cases awarded cash prizes, which 
helped winners build homes for their 
parents. It contributed to the betterment 
of hundreds of charities and worthy 
causes, and even given young girls 
women to look up to when they would 
have otherwise not had a role model.
Contestants enter beauty pageants with the 
understanding that they are beautiful enough 
to compete. Perhaps participating in beauty 
pageants is an effort for them to confirm their 
own beauty, and being legitimized by a judge 
secures their status as beautiful. Recognition 
beyond the self-assessment granting the 
understanding for contestants to claim eligibility 
to compete as beautiful, especially by judges 
appraising each contestant may convince them, 
they are objectively beautiful, i.e., their beauty is 
factual.

Beauty pageants must have more of a significant 
purpose beyond serving as a medium for 
beautiful people to establish their beauty as 
a fact. Yes, they can have a purpose beyond 
this. Beauty pageants have been effective as 
fundraisers. Some pageants function to raise 
money for cancer, fundraising to further studies 
in the universities or college. The Miss World 

Pageant has been recognized for raising funds to 
help handicapped and underprivileged children 
around the world. 

Beauty pageants can help a person by teaching 
skills on how to research, it is fraternity-based 
which means it helps you to know more about 
other people and able to work with other people 
from different cultures and religion and also 
bring awareness to people in your community.

Communication, two of the most important 
aspects of doing a pageant is the on-stage 
question and the interview, these both help 
with communication skills. They help you learn 
to speak elegantly, knowing to think before 
speaking and looking at multiple sides of 
situations and helps to enhance your leadership 
skills.

Networking and opportunities, while 
participating in pageants you can make a lifelong 
friend, and even after not placing at your first 
pageant, you can be invited to compete at more 
pageants which can give you the opportunity to 
explore and know more about beauty pageants.

The purpose behind beauty pageant is to find 
someone who has beauty plus the brain. Most 
people think that these beauty pageants are just 
for finding someone who is beautiful than the 
rest which is not true. Which I think someone is 
truly beautiful when he has outer beauty, inner 
beauty and the brain.    

 Mogale Molala motivating students during BMF business 
seminar.
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 eMalahleni Campus, 
Human Resources 
second year student, 
Faith Maringa at 
Corridor Hill Residence, 
Witbank.

 Spring Valley Primary 
School, learners and 
Ndlovukazi Women’s Club 

 Faith Maringa and Ndlovukazi Women’s 
Club at Corridor Hill Residence, Witbank.

Nhlawulo Chauke

EMalahleni Campus, Human Resources second year student, Faith Maringa 
alongside Roots of an African Child, Ndlovukazi Women’s Club and Corridor 
Hill student residents donated sanitary towels to Spring Valley Primary 

School, eMalahleni in celebration of women’s month.

According to Maringa, they chose Spring Valley Primary School because they 
believe the school is less privileged compared to others in that area.

Maringa said that the outreach program was not only about donating but 
educating young women about menstrual hygiene. 

“The day was meant to teach them about menstrual hygiene, to love themselves, 
to put education first and not to feel ashamed of periods as its healthy and normal 
thing that happens to every girl.”

She said that educating young women about menstrual hygiene and love made her 
feel like the purpose God sent her for was fulfilled.

She added that she was inspired and motivated to do outreach programmes 
after attending last year’s Top Ntombozana Seminar hosted at TUT Pretoria West 
Campus and the theme of the seminar was ‘Finding your voice’.

“Everyone was speaking and it was fine but there was a woman by the name of 
Jennifer Tshabalala. This woman was the one who provoked the baby in me and 
gave me hope. From there, I told myself that I want to be part of the people who do 
something to bring change in the community and society.”

She said that she foresee the two organisations reaching a point where it would be 
able to help woman throughout year.

She gave a comment on the story which was doing rounds on social media last 
month about a taxi driver who was giving free sanitary towels to less privileged 
passengers.

 “At least there is hope if there is a man outside who thinks of buying sanitary 
towels for woman not only because they are related but because they are woman.”

She added that she believes that the country would change for better if men 
could be educated in such areas as buying sanitary towels, protecting woman and 
providing for them.

“If we work together without thinking about pride as men or women we can have a 
better country.”      

 ChaukeNV@tut.ac.za

Seminar inspires Maringa to give back to community
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Alumnus transforms set 
design through virtual realityGert educates design students 

on fashion and finance
Naledi Mabotja

TUT Arts Campustogether with Capitec Bank hosted Live Better Talks 
with fashion designer and fashion icon Gert-Johan Coetzee as the guest 
speaker. Project Runway South Africa season 1 judge Noni Gasa was the 

host of the talk on 22 August 2019.

The talk was based on fashion and finance. The conversation centred on how 
designers should look into business and their finances before anything else. 

Gasa told the students that she has been in the fashion industry for fourteen 
years and she knows the challenges that designers usually face and the anxiety 
upcoming fashion designers have.

“Big retailers are crushing down and independent designers are also shutting 
down. At the moment it is a very tough time in SA for a young designer.”

She said that there are no jobs and that students should look into doing business 
instead.  She added that having your own business does not necessarily mean 
that you should go into a field of business first or anything related to that.

Coetzee explained the steps that he took to get into business and the challenges 
he faced. Moreover he motivated the students to always look up and take risks.

“I started working for 
another brand but 
that did not go so well 
but then I decided 
to rather start my 
own brand and that 
worked out well for 
me.”

He said that his dad 
was very supportive 
and saw that he loved 
fashion. Instead of 
forcing him to go to 
school, he suggested 
that he rather quit in 
grade 10 and go study 
fashion.

“I was the youngest in 
the fashion class but I 
had instilled fashion in 

everything I do and encourage students to use their hands more.”

When asked what gave him courage and motivation to start his business at the 
age of 22, he said that he used to design things and he saw that more people 
liked something different and then opted to do more African designs.

He said that vocalist and songwriter Lira was the one that encouraged him to 
start a company because he was an independent design and did things a bit 
differently.

Coetzee believed that as a young designer it is easier to start a business in your 
home that looking for a space because it will be cheaper. “Teach yourself a skill 
to sew your own fabrics and that way you will do good. It is not good to start a 
business without a capital because it works for others while it doesn’t for the 
rest.”

“If you don’t like something then change it, if you can’t then change your 
attitude.”     

  MabotjaN@tut.ac.za

Naledi Mabotja

Performing Arts Technology Baccalaureus Technologiae Alumna, 
Kimira Bhikum, has graduated with a Masters degree in Fine 
Arts from the University of British Columbia where she built a 

Virtual Reality (VR) to enhance communication between directors and 
designers.

In 2017 Bhikum had tried out virtual reality for the first time at 
a conference where she was invited to test out an Architectural 
walkthrough demo. She said that motivated her as she saw the parallel 
between Architecture and Set Design.

“The demo allowed architects to bring their pencil sketches to life in a 
visceral, lifelike fashion.Intrigued by this method of presentation, I had 
the idea to apply the same principle to set design, which would allow 
directors to do a walkthrough of a virtual representation of a set.” 

She added that after completing a successful thesis, she was excited 
and saw a gap she could fill. The prototype proved that communication 
between both the directors and designers will be much easier.

“It saved a lot of time and allowed more time for creativity and 
brainstorming. Directors were thrilled to see the final product and be 
able to walk around on their set in a theatre ahead of time. For me 
as a Set Designer, with the incorporation of VR, I am able to push the 
boundaries of set design.”

She confirmed that her VR will not disadvantage designers in 
any away. She added that her research has proven that with the 
incorporation of the VR into the creative process, designers have many 
advantages by using the tool.

Encouraging students, Bhikum said students shouldnot be afraid and 
take a leap of faith because they do not know where they will end up.

I would not be where I am today. 
Believe in yourself and hone your art!

  MabotjaN@tut.ac.za

 Fashion designer and fashion icon Gert-Johan 
Coetzee as the guest speaker and Project Runway 
South Africa season 1 judge Noni Gasa.

Alumnus transforms set 
design through virtual reality
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Women’s day
celebrated

through sport

Miss T UT makes it to 
the finals of Miss Unity
Spheyena Mngomezulu 

Miss TUT, Noscelo Judith Mzala is set to participate in Miss 
Unity late September.

The 4th year Food Technology student, hails all the way 
from Kagiso, west of Johannesburg, is one of the top 25 finalists 
for Miss Unity 2019.

Mzala also holds the title of Miss Arebeng Student Lifestyle 
2018/19, and plans to enter the Miss South Africa in the near 
future.

The future Food Technologist says that she has accomplished 
enormously within a shorter space of time, which made her to be 
true to herself.

“I was blessed to be part of the Mandela day 
at Atteridgeville Association for People with 
Disabilities, which was my recent goal that I 
have achieved by making a young black child 
smile and overcoming my fears because at 
first I was scared,” she said. 
According to Mzala, her expectation with Miss Unity is to gain 
more confidence to up her scale in competing in Miss South 
Africa. This particular pageant has been impactful to her due to 
certain reason that girls face when entering the pageant world.

“This pageant is whole lot different than my other previous 
pageants that I have competed in because you are free to express 
yourself regardless of your height and weight and everyone is 
welcomed to enter. It’s not only that we compete but we build 
each other and create sisterhood bond,” she said. 

Mzala believes that everyone is able to show their capacities when 
given a chance to show and she is a true example of rising to the 
challenges that young black women face on a daily basis.

She added that juggling school work and the pageants it’s 
challenging but she is up for the challenge, she is also able to 
manage her time and set her priorities straight.

Her future plans include her owning beverages in the market.    

 MngomezuluSN@tut.ac.za

Katlego Kgasago

The Directorate of Sport at 
TUT Polokwane Campus 
in partnership Redbull 

Limpopo, Fologang Medical 
Centre (FMC) and Folang Trust 
hosted a pre-Women’s Day on 
8th August 2019. 

The event was in 
commemoration of the 1956 
march by approximately 20,000 
women who marched to the 
Union Buildings, Pretoria against 
the introduction of the Apartheid 
pass laws for black women in 
1952 and the presentation of 
a petition to the then Prime 
Minister J.G. Strijdom.

Polokwane Campus women in 
each directorate and faculty 
within the radius of the 

 Noscelo Judith Mzala makes it to the top 25 finalists of Miss 
Unity, which will be held late September .

campus played games like egg spoon race, sack jump, hula hoops and dancing 
competition, honoring women’s month.

FMC Manager, Makgabo Senoamadi that said they will never be equal. There will 
always be gardeners, secretaries and CEOs, but they have to learn to be humble 
and respect each other as women.

Every person, whether a gardener or the 
president of a company, plays a vital role in our 
society. My hope is that we will learn to treat 
everyone with the respect and dignity they 
deserve.
She further appealed to the attendees and participants to know about their health 
condition. She stressed that it will help them to know how to live a healthy life and 
reduce chances of them being sick.

Matimba Maimela who is the Sport Organizer said that he is happy, proud that the 
directorate was able to organize such an event and he believes it will definitely not 

be the last but the beginning of many more events.

“Through women’s actions, a foundation 
of non-racial, 
non-sexist and 
democratic 
country was built. 
Therefore, we 
should not only 
see Women’s Day 
or month as the 
only time where 
we promote the 
freedom of  
women.”    
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LUNCH SEND-OFF for women in sport
Naledi Mabotja

TUT netball andfootball women are set to 
start their respective national leagues. The 
netball league will commence on Monday 

26th of August until the 7th of October while the 
women’s football league will commence on the 
19th of September until the 26th of September.

The Netball team is set to open the tournament 
on Sunday at the University of Free State Callie 
Human Hall against University of Western Cape.

Netball Coordinator Dumisani Chauke said that 
the TUT netball team had been in the league in 
2013 then spiralled down as time went by and she 
is glad for the opportunity that they got now. She 
also thanked the girls on their hard work to get to 
where they are now.

“We have pulled ourselves towards ourselves and 
made sure that TUT qualifies for the next national 
league. Whatever got us to this point is not going 
to keep us here but build us for greater things.”

Business Administration Baccalaureus 
Technologiae and TUT acting netball captain 
TheonaMthombeni (Wonga) said that they are 

more than happy to be taking this 
journey and she hopes for nothing but 
the best.

She said that their strategy is to win 
one match at a time because they are 
still the babies of the league.

“We want to win the league but at 
the moment we have realised that it 
is better to take baby steps, just by 
winning one match at a time we will 
be well to go.”

Ladies football manager, 
TshiilaneMulaudzi said that she is 
confident that both the netball and 
football team will keep shining.

“I trust my ladies so much and trust that we will 
still be the most competitive team at the league.”

Officiating and Coaching Science (OFC) 
Baccalaureus Technologiae and ladies football 
captain HildahMagaia believed that since this 
league is different from the Sasol League they 

won at last year they could use more or less of the 
same strategy to win.

She concluded that the format of the league may 
not be the same but she is confident that they will 
win the league although they do not want to put 
too much pressure on themselves.    

 MabotjaN@tut.ac.za

Flying start for 
TUT Women Football
eTutor, Mokete Radebe

The much awaited South African Football Association (SAFA) 
Women National Soccer League will get underway with TUT’s 
women football team going head to head with First Touch Academy 

at 10:00 on Sunday, 27 August, at the Nike Football Center in Pimville, 
Soweto.

The team has a remarkable record in the Football fraternity, having won the 
Varsity Football five consecutive times in their six appearances, as well as 
winning the University Sport South Africa’s club championships four times in 
a row.

The team also made history when it became the first university team to win 
the national Sasol League and qualify to play into current Women’s National 
competition in its first attempt. 

The team’s many accolades include producing players for the National 
Football team Banyana Banyana, which played in the first Women World Cup 
and ultimately won the COSAFA Continental Women’s Football competition.

Speaking to eTUTor ahead of the team’s clash, Coach, Tshiila Mulaudzi, 
said they have been waiting for the match with eager anticipation. “We 
are ready and excited about their opening clash. I would like to call on the 
TUT community to support the girls n number. We promise them the best 
showcase of Women’s Football they’ve seen yet.” 

According to Hilda Magaila, Team Captain, the team is well prepared, exited 
and they look forward to the upcoming game. The Banyana Banyana striker 
promised the TUT family they will play hard and come back with exciting 
results.

Kegoikantse Kgomo, senior Sport organiser, also shared their excitement 
about the start of the SAFA National Women’s League this weekend. “They 
are the National Champions and are expected to do well. With our support 
we have no doubt they will represent the people’s university exemplary,” 
he said.     

Invites you to the book launch of

 

DATE: 2 October 2019 
TIME: 18:00 

VENUE: eMalahleni Campus building 18
RSVP by 25 September 2019: ntamosl@tut.ac.za

 

SIGNED COPIES WILL BE ON SALE AT THE VENUE FOR R350.00 

POWER IN ACTION:
Democracy, citizenship and social justice

by Steven Friedman

STUDENT AFFAIRS AND 
EXTRACURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT

ABOUT PROF STEVEN FRIEDMAN            
Steven Friedman is Director of the Centre for the Study of Democracy at Rhodes University 
and the University of Johannesburg. He is a political scientist who has specialized in the 
study of democracy. He researched and wrote widely on the South African transition to 
democracy both before and after the elections of 1994 and has, over the past decade, 
largely written on the relationship between democracy on the one hand, social inequality 
and economic growth on the other. In particular, he has stressed the role of citizen voice in 
strengthening democracy and promoting equality. 

ABOUT THE BOOK 
Intellectually superb.  Friedman exposes the ideological zealotry of mainstream 
democratic transition theorists, exposing both their philosophical weaknesses and 
political hypocrisy. In the process he returns democratic Studies to what should be 
its core purpose: citizen participation and collective action. This magnifi cent book 
also provides a better framework to understand the democratic struggles underway 
in Africa and South Africa. An essential read for all those interested in the future of 
democracy in Africa and the rest of our politically polarized world.

Adam Habib,
Vice-Chancellor and Principal of the University of the Witwatersrand 
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